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Laurence Maheo Joins Pedersen & Partners as Client Partner 
 
January 26th, 2015 – Paris, France – Pedersen & Partners, a leading international Executive 
Search firm with 53 wholly owned offices in 50 countries, today announced the addition of Laurence 
Maheo as a Client Partner & Head of the Technology Practice for France.  
 

Ms. Maheo brings 18 years of Executive Search experience at the highest level, 
completing international Board and C-level assignments within the Technology 
and Private Equity sectors across Europe, MEA and the North American 
markets.  Ms. Maheo has held senior roles with major international search firms 
on the ground in the US and France.  Prior to joining Pedersen & Partners, Ms. 
Maheo was a Partner with an international executive search firm with a strong 
focus on the Digital, Technology, Media and Telecommunications sectors as 
well as Professional Services and Private Equity practices. Before entering the 
executive search industry, she built her career with Tetra Pak as a Marketing & 
Sales Manager. 

 
“Joining Pedersen & Partners is a great opportunity to be part of an integrated global team with 
international recognition for their high quality delivery of the very best candidates to their clients. They 
are an ambitious and fast growing global organization and I am confident that my experience and 
market insights will help me to succeed in this challenging role of continuing the firm’s growth in 
France and helping my clients to attract the very strongest talent. Their strong position in emerging 
countries is particularly appealing at a time when demand for senior executives in these geographic 
areas is increasing,” commented Laurence Maheo, Client Partner at Pedersen & Partners 
 
“In the past years, we have taken decisive actions towards strengthening our position across Western 
Europe. We have a strong team of consultants with vast experience and a strong executive 
background, and the addition of Laurence to the team adds a seasoned Executive Search 
professional who has a proven track record in working with multinationals within North American, 
MEA and French markets. We are excited to have her industry knowledge adding weight to the 
Pedersen & Partners brand as well as to our clients locally,” added Alexandre Fréreau, Country 
Manager France at Pedersen & Partners. 
 

Pedersen & Partners is a leading international Executive Search firm. We operate 53 wholly owned 
offices in 50 countries across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia & the Americas. Our values Trust, 
Relationship and Professionalism apply to our interaction with clients as well as executives. More 
information about Pedersen & Partners is available at www.pedersenandpartners.com 
 
If you would like to conduct an interview with a representative of Pedersen & Partners, or have other 
media-related requests, please contact: Mark Anderson, Marketing & Communications Manager at: 
mark.anderson@pedersenandpartners.com 
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